| Cyber Risk Management

for Investors

Protection for Your Investment Capital
Poor cyber security can result in direct financial losses, regulatory fines,
and reputational damage. Unfortunately, most security teams often
struggle with what to look for when reviewing the security posture of
an investment target. Limited visibility can also make it difficult to fully
understand the risks associated with investments or a portfolio, making it
harder to prioritize remediation activities accordingly.
BlueVoyant Cyber Risk Management for Investors helps identify and
mitigate cyber security issues throughout the investment process,
enabling investors to assess, quantify and remediate cyber risks
associated with a potential transaction or an investment portfolio.
Data focused:
Integrated threat intelligence
curated from proprietary
global data sets with
visibility into millions of
companies and thousands
of attacks globally.

Cyber Risk Services Integrated into Your Investment Process
BlueVoyant Cyber Risk Management for Investors consists of four
offerings:

Investment Process
• Early Summary Report
• Later Stage Full Report

Expert-driven:
Managed service with initial
assessments and new alerts
curated by expert analysts.

Portfolio Management
• Portfolio Cyber Risk
Assessment
• Portfolio Cyber Risk
Monitoring

Fully transparent:
Insights into all scores
and findings; full external
visibility with no
modeling to fill in.

Services can be tailored to your needs based upon each phase of your
investment process.

BlueVoyant Cyber Risk Management for Investors helps to:

ASSESS

REVEAL

MANAGE

ENGAGE

RESPOND

Evaluate cyber risk
associated with
investment targets

Prioritize based by
identifying key risk
factors.

Integrated expertise to
surface relevant
risks and triage what
matters.

Playbooks built on
global best practices to
interact with portfolio.

Remediate risks
quickly and effectively
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BlueVoyant Cyber Risk Management Services are built on BlueVoyant’s core
service capabilities to integrate technology, intelligence and expertise.

Key Features and Benefits

Scalability

Prioritization

• Monitor entire portfolio with
existing resources

• Ongoing monitoring of
cyber risk within a portfolio

• Managed by BlueVoyant
experts to understand and
assess risk

• Noise removal and triage
by identification of key risk
exposure

• Initial assessments and
new alerts curated by expert
analysts

• Helps identify key risk areas
to focus on risks that matter
most

Actionable Data

Increased Visibility

• Actionable views to help
limit cyber risk
• Fully formed
recommendations by cyber
risk experts
• Bring SOC disciplines to
cyber risk

• Exception Reporting that
surfaces relevant and key
risks
• Proactive defense against
potential threats
• Broader and deeper
management of ecosystem

Remediation
• Respond to critical cyber
risks more efficiently and
effectively
• Significantly reduce
resource constraints and
required expertise
• Available service delivery
to perform remediation
actions

Improved Relationships
• Translate cyber risk into
business terms
• Work directly with portfolio
companies to improve
security posture
• Supportive of the principles
for fair and accurate
security ratings

About BlueVoyant
BlueVoyant is an expert-driven cybersecurity services company whose mission is to proactively defend
organizations of all sizes against today’s constant, sophisticated attackers and advanced threats.
Led by CEO Jim Rosenthal, BlueVoyant’s highly skilled team includes former government cyber
officials with extensive frontline experience in responding to advanced cyber threats on behalf of the
National Security Agency, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Unit 8200 and GCHQ, together with private
sector experts. BlueVoyant services utilize large real-time datasets with industry-leading analytics and
technologies.
Founded in 2017 by Fortune 500 executives and former Government cyber officials and headquartered in
New York City, BlueVoyant has offices in Maryland, Tel Aviv, San Francisco, London, and Latin America.
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Learn more at www.bluevoyant.com | contact@bluevoyant.com
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